
              Morrison Medical 
     Economy Best Strap 
      Instructions for use  

ENGLISH
Important! 

Read all instructions thoroughly 
before using the  

Morrison Best Strap™  

Only qualified and properly trained personnel should use the  
Morrison Medical Best Strap. Any persons using this strap should 
practice application and be thoroughly familiar with all medical 
protocols and aspects of its use BEFORE using. These instruction 
are provided as a guide only. Use protocols and techniques  
established by your local medical control. 
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Description/Intended Use: 
The Morrison Medical Best Strap is a strap system comprised of 
4 body and 2 over the shoulder straps with hook and loop  
fasteners. Designed to secure a patients body at the shoulder, 
chest, pelvis, thigh and ankle while laying on a backboard. 
 

Warning: 
CHECK PATIENT FREQUENTLY! 
IMPROPER USE COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. 

Inspect strap before each use. Destroy and discard if you observe: 

 Broken stitching 
 Frayed or cut fabric, straps or closures. 
 Other signs of deterioration 
Use of products with these conditions could result in product 
failure resulting in serious injury or death. 
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Make sure straps are not twisted. 

Make certain the strap is not too tight or too loose.  You should be able to place 
four fingers (with your hand flat) between the patient and the strap. 

Caution: Begin with ankle straps to assure proper placement of  
shoulder straps and assure adequate circulation. 

1. Make sure the patient is placed correctly on the board. 
2. Place the “Economy Best Strap” along the patients body so that the shoulder 

straps (Shoulder Strap) lie across both shoulders and the center 
strap (Anchor) lies along anterior midline. Hook and loop side up. Do not     
secure shoulder straps at this time. 

3. Starting at one side of the ankle strap (Ankle); thread the 
loop material strap to secure. Repeat for other side of this strap. Always 
keep Anchor strap centered. 

4. Repeat the above process with the remaining body straps; thigh and pelvic 
and the chest strap. 

5. Finish with the two shoulder straps; thread the loop material strap through 
the handhold in the backboard. Pull firmly and press onto hook material 
strap to secure. Repeat for other side of this strap. Always keep anchor 
strap centered. 

6. Double-check all straps.  
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To Release 
Begin with shoulder straps and separate hook from loop on 
each strap. Continue until all straps are separated. 

Cleaning 
Secure hook and fasteners to each other. Machine wash, air 
dry. Do not exceed 108°F. Do not use bleach. Washing inside 
laundry bag recommended. 

Manufactured by: 
Morrison Medical 
3735 Paragon Drive 
Columbus, Ohio 43228-4446 
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